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brand, and commands " Invoke the god ! " and the whole
congregation cries aloud " lakchos, son of Semele, Giver of
Wealth ! " 1  More hilarious was the sport, traditional at some
point during these celebrations, called acr/ccoAiotoy^o?, at which
the country lads tried to jump on one leg on greased and inflated
wineskins without falling down.   When they fell they merely
provided merriment for each other and the spectators, but
anyone who succeeded received the skin filled with wine.2
But the best known feature of the country Dionysia, both
in the Attic villages and in Boiotia, was the phallic procession.
Dikaiopolis the old rustic in Aristophanes holds a private
one to celebrate his private and separate peace with Sparta,
with himself and his daughter and slave forming the whole
procession,   as  leader,   basket-bearer,   and   phallos-bearer:
" Forward a little, basket-bearer.  Xanthias, hold the phallos
up straight.   Now put down the basket, daughter, and we
will begin the  sacrifice " 3;   and   Plutarch   describes  it in
the good old days in his native Boiotia, as it was before
modern luxury spoilt it with its gilt and trappings and
expensive   clothes:    "a   cheerful   popular   procession—an
amphora of wine, a branch of the vine, then someone dragging
a goat along, someone else with a basket of figs, and above
all, the phallos." 4   This latter, the emblem of fertility par
excellence, whose display was therefore good  sound magic
for the fields, would be a large leather affair. In like manner,
after the sacrifice, obscene ribaldry, jokes, and insults were
the order of the day.   It, too, was fertility-magic.   It was
countenanced, for this special religious purpose, by the most
staid and respectable people.5
Incidentally cursing, insults, and abuse are a good way
of averting the jealousy of any possibly hostile occult powers.
(So, in modern India, the much-desired boy baby is often
taken at birth and laid on the nearest rubbish-heap, just to
show the evil spirits that it is not worth while to do such a
despised and unwanted creature any harm; and so, in many
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